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Address Solutia Europe SA 
Parc Flemming  
Rue du Laid Burniat, 3 
B-1348 Louvain-La-Neuve

Country Belgium

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Solutia is the leading world-wide manufacturer of PVB, used in laminated architectural glass applications. Solutia provides PVB (poly vinyl butyral) to
the largest Glass Manufacturers throughout the world. The new generation of Vanceva™ Design interlayers extends the technical and aesthetic
benefits of specifying laminated glazing by offering many new solutions for designers and architectural specifiers. 

Vanceva currently provides the opportunity for: 
Colors, Designs and Metallics for Laminated Architectural Glass 
Color for Laminated Automotive Glass 
High Security for Laminated Automotive Glass 

Laminated Glazing Interlayers 

Vanceva Advanced Solutions for Glass interlayers provide enhanced performance over standard laminated glass. Vanceva can be designed to deliver
multiple benefits for specific needs. 

Saflex protective interlayer offers increased security, occupant protection, sound reduction and solar protection. Designed for use in laminated glass
windshields, side windows, rear windows and sunroofs. 

Window Films 

Formula One window film offers: solar protection, fade protection, glare protection, heat protection, safety, good looks and investment protection. 

Llumar window film is the world´s best selling product of window film. Llumar offers a complete line of window film. 

GILA has created a family of window films for home and automotive tinting application that are easy-to-apply, durable, and an affordable alternative to
professional installation. 

Nylon Resins / Fibers / Plastics 

Solutia offers a wide range of polyamide 66 and 66/6 copolymer nylon resins for the injection molding market under the trade name Vydyne nylon
resins. 

Technical Nylon Fibers consists of Technical Airbag Fibers, Technical Tire-Industrial Fibers, and Technical Textured Fibers. 

Clear Pass, Europe´s leading spray suppression system for trucks and trailers. The Clear Pass spray suppression system consists of a simple
formation of Flaps and Valances designed to reduce hazardous road spray.
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